
Abstract

This talk covers a series of experiments on modelling acquisition of tones and allo-

phonic tones. There is a debate about abstract and episodic phonological  representation.

It remains to be tested how phonetic details impact phonological representations in native

and non-native speakers. In the first experiment, we designed experiments using real and

manipulated stimuli to test whether speakers may form parametric representations of

phonetic distributions. The results offer useful insights about how parametric

representations of phonetic distributions is used in tone identification. In the second

experiment, we further tested whether listeners make use of parametric representations of

phonetic distributions when contextual information is present. The results showed an

interaction between the two competing forces for both native and non-native speakers. In

the third experiment, we examined the acquisition of Mandarin allophonic tones by both

tonal (Cantonese) and non-tonal (American English) speakers using a Wug Test. 

 Participants were asked to form disyllables from two monosyllabic morphemes. Functional

data analysis revealed that Cantonese and American speakers apply the two rules similarly

on both real words and wug words, suggesting that the sandhi forms are stored as part of

the representation of the abstract Tone 3 (T3) category, and computation of allophonic

variants is likely to be involved during production. However, in their computation of tone

sandhi rules, L2 learners showed less detailed and less accurate production of tonal

contours compared to native speakers, due, perhaps, to less detailed phonological

representations of allophonic variants.
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